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Underdevelopment and global inequality are two interlinked
prompts for migration. They help condition and produce
London’s multiculture. Our diverse sample of young
participants is restless and alarmed by the current economic
crisis and financial instability. Many seek to address poverty in
their pre-migration countries by sending money to family
worldwide. The strength of the British pound is a powerful pull.
Picture one shows one of the many money transfer shops found
on high streets in London.
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The front of the photo shows vegetables and clothes being sold
at Deptford Market. The rear of the picture shows a branch of
Halifax Bank. Many of the market’s sellers and buyers come
from all over the world. The money they earn is deposited into
banks like Halifax who then use it to make profit. Adverse
economic circumstances that result in part from irresponsible
lending, produce unemployment and a drop in consumer
spending. They also suppress wage increases. Our sample are
feeling the effects of the Credit Crunch. Yet, not only are
migrants more vulnerable to wage exploitation but they have
also, through their taxes, bailed out banks like Halifax, who
have irresponsibly gambled customers money. The banks that
are being bailed out are implicated in patterns of global
borrowing and lending that mean capital is mobile and free
flowing, while the movement of people is policed, scrutinized,
limited, and both socially and economically exploited.
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This is Deptford Market. Fruit, spices, clothes and much else
from around the world are traded with people from around the
world as well as those born in Britain. Just looking at the things
that are bought and sold on the market give us an inventory of
the global threads that are woven into the local fabric. Almost
the whole world in one street. Its a place where the politics of
misrecognition and the morbid claims of multiculturalisms’
death are both challenged and conversely reinscribed. People
may work with, across and through differences in culture,
religion, age and any number of social markers. Despite this,
people can hold distrustful views of each other. The Credit
Crunch and the War on Terror help make us see migrants as an
economic and social threat, while banks are bailed out and wars
justified.
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There is a small art gallery situated on Deptford Market.
Perhaps, it caters for some of the students in the area (the market
is 10 minutes walk from Goldsmiths’ College). However, it is
the middle of the weekday afternoon and it is empty. Writing
about Brick Lane, and in the wake of a celebration of the book,
play and film of the same name, Halima Begum incisively
comments on the way spaces are celebrated as multicultural,
while largely catering for a White British population. Diversity
is celebrated, yet it may exist in parallel with largely white only
spaces. Maybe this art gallery in the midst of Deptford is like
that. Its hard to know for sure because there are no customers. A
bogus multiculturalism might lend a ‘cool’ veneer to certain
sectors, whilst multiculture and multiculturalism are blamed for
social ills. While art and cultural production have been extolled
as avenues through which cultural hegemony can be challenged,
at times they also feed off those exploited under it.
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You’re not allowed to take photographs here. This is Canary
Wharf, a centre of global financial capitalism that is only a short
docklands light railway journey away from Deptford Market. It
has its own private police force that guards Capital while global
underdevelopment is financed in the surrounding buildings. You
can see the police force in the centre of the photo. This
underdevelopment, underwritten by the strength of the British
pound, is a prompter of migration to Deptford and elsewhere
and makes it tempting to send remittances to family and friends
from money transfer offices like the one in picture one.
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The building in front has an electronic board showing share
prices to passers by in the daytime. Passers-by in this district
take a keen interest in such things.
This is a skyscraper in Canary Wharf. The existence of police
guards and the need for security is justified through a fear of
terrorism. Terrorism is cast as a result of multiculturalism.
Discourse on ‘the Death of Multiculturalism’ targets the
dangerous difference of migrant and settler communities (such
as British Pakistanis living in West Yorkshire) and
multicultural communities, like those a few miles away in
Deptford.
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At night, underpaid migrants, their labour conditions framed by
limitations on the jobs they can do (if any), the number of hours
they can work (if any) are escorted in to clean these offices. One
reason for limitations on migration and working rights is the
danger that multiculturalism is seen to bring, thereby
foregrounding the need to limit population flow and producing
the category of ‘immigrant’. Whilst erecting scapegoats for us it
also produces a population precariously placed by immigration
law, to clean offices cheaply in a financial district that supports
the global underdevelopment that some migrants wish to escape
to Deptford for. Influxes of migrants are seen as evidence of the
danger they bring, prompting stricter immigration regulation,
and providing a cheaper, more vulnerable workforce. A circle of
exploitation results. This workforce helps to clean the offices
responsible for funding underdevelopment abroad. More
migrants are attracted to enter the country, some attracted by the
strength of the British pound. This provides alleged evidence of
the danger they bring, resulting in immigration control, to
produce a cheap and vulnerable workforce. And so on.
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